Identification of an epitope encoded in the env gene of Friend murine leukemia virus recognized by anti-Friend virus cytotoxic T lymphocytes.
We have previously shown that strong epitopes recognized by anti-Friend virus (FV) cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL) in H-2b mice are encoded in both the env and gag/pol regions of the helper friend leukemia virus genome. Two approaches have been used to identify these epitopes. At the nucleic acid level, we have constructed env genes with either of two in-frame deletions: pKR2, an env gene with a 681-bp deletion in the gp70 region and inserted into the pSV2-gpt-1 expression vector; and pKR1, an env gene with an 81-bp deletion in the p15E region and inserted into pSV2-gpt-1. Cell clones were established by transfecting Fisher rat embryo cells with pDb (the H-2Db restriction element), pNEO (for G418 selection) and either pKR1 or pKR2. Db and env gene expression was monitored by immunoprecipitation with polyclonal antibodies or by detection of viral RNA on Northern blots. Expressor cell clones were tested for susceptibility to lysis by polyclonal anti-FV/Db CTL in 51Cr-release assays. Whereas cells expressing pKR1 were lysed to the same extent as cells expressing the intact env gene, cells expressing pKR2 were resistant to lysis, suggesting that all detectable env epitopes are encoded within the 681-bp deletion. Polypeptides representing the two most likely candidate epitopes encoded in this segment were synthesized and tested for their abilities to sensitize FRE cells expressing Db alone for lysis by the CTL. One 17-mer polypeptide, AGTGDRLLNLVQGAYQA [corrected], functioned as a strong CTL epitope in this assay, but the other 18-mer polypeptide was inactive. Studies of the role of this epitope in the immune response to candidate viral vaccines are in progress.